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February 28, 1991

1CAN029114

U. S. Nuclonr Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Hall Station P1-137
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Arkansns Nuclear Ono - Unit 1
P ket No. 50-313

ase No. DPR-51.

Responnn to Roquest for Further Information on
Pressure Temperaturo 1.1mits Technical Specification Change
Roquest

Gentlemon:

On Sept.omber 20, 1990 Entergy Operations rnquested a change to the ANO-1
Technical Specifications for the Pressure Temperaturo Limit.s. Ily letter
dated Docomber 26, 1990 (1CNAl29007), the NRC requested further
Information to_ support the change. In the attachment to this lottor is
Entergy Operations' response to t.his request for furt. hor information.

Should you or your Staf f havo questions regarding this response, pleano do
not hesitato to call.

Very truly yours,

hiol.Cw* pay

James J./Fisfcaro
Manager, Licensing

JJF/ CWT /sgw
Attachment.
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cc: Mr. Tom Alexion
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-1
U. S. Nuclonr Regulatory Commission
NRR Mail Stop 13-D-18
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Ms.' Greta Dicus, Director
~

Division of Radiation Control
and Emergency Management

Arkansas Department of IIcalth
4815 West Markham Street
bittle Rock, AR 72201

Mr. Robert Martin
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington , in( 76011

NRC Senior' Resident Inspector-
Arkansas Nuclear One - ANO-1 & 2
Number 1, Nuclear Plant Road
Russellville, AR 72801

Ms. Sheri Peterson
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-2
U.'S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Mail Stop 13-D-18
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike.
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS CONCERNINO
Ti!E ANO-1 REQUEST TO MODIFY ITS PRESSURE-TEMPERATt!RE LIH1TS

1. In the third paragraph of the cover letter, it .ts steted, "When
approved, the revised P/T curves will be adjusted for plant specific
instrument error prior to incorporation into plant operating
proceduros, in t he place of applying generic Inst rument error."
What (how much) is t.he inst rument error t hat will be added to the
P/T curves?

RESPONSE: The P/T curves will be adjusted to account for the
bounding instrument error of all Instrumente that the operators will
be allowed to use. Currently, applying the errors 1incarly, this
bounding error is 16*r and 77 psi. Use of statistical combination
of the prescure and t emperature errors is be.Ing invnstigated; t his
could reduce the calculated error values.

2. The Staf f needs a copy of B&W Report BAW-1511P as shown on page 19.

RESPONSE: BAW-]S11P is proprietary to B&W and was previously
submitted d.irectly to thn Staf f by B&W (on bohnif of t.he B&W Owners
Group) in a letter dated March 12, 1981. If a copy of BAW-1511P
cannot be located, please adviso 80 that another copy can be
provided.

3. What is the current EPPY for ANO-17

RESPONSE: As of January 31, 1991, ANO-1 had operated approximately
9.7 EPPY,

4. Page 4 of BAW-2106 (part of the submittal) Indicated an RTNDT of
183'F at 1/4T and 139*F at 3/4T. What are the parameters that made
up these values, i.e., the initial RTNDT, chemistry factor, chemical
content, shift in RTNDT, and margin that woro used. Also, identify
the limiting material that the RTNDT calculations were based on.

RESPONSE: The paramnters that made up the RTNDT at. 1/4T and 3/4T on
page 4 of BAW-2106 are:

Initial RTNDT -6 F
Chemistry Factor 184 F
Chemical Content (copper) 0.29 wt-%

(nickel) 0.55 wt-%
Shif t in RTNDT at 1/4T 113 F
Shift in RTNDT at 3/4T 70 P
Margin 68 F

2
Fluence (surf-32 EFPY) 7.6 E18 n/cm

2
(surf-15 EFPY) 3.8 E18 n/cm

2
(1/4T-15 EFPY) 2.4 E18 n/cm

2
' (3/4T-15 EFPY) 0.84 E18 n/cm

Limiting Material wnld WF-18 (lower long)

l
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It is noted that the above parameters will result in calculated
RTNDT values of approximately 173*r at the 1/4T location and 132'F.

at the 3/4T location. These values are lower than the reported
RTNDT values used in developing the ANO-1 P/T limit curves. The
approximately 5% increase over the calculated RThDT values was added
as additional margin in the conservative direction.

5. The LTOP Setpoint Basis in the rubmittal is insuf ficient in terms of
fracture mechanics analysis. An example of an acceptable analysis,
as far as the icvel of detail.and technical centents are concerned,
is the report, B&W Document 51-117631-01: "Cryt tal River-3 Reactor
Vessel Low Temperature Overpressure Protection," submitted
(proprietary) to the NRC on October 31, 1989. A non-proprictary
version, B&W 51-1176431-02, was submitted on March 30, 1990.

Sa. The Staf f needs a detailed fracture mechanics analysis on which
the LTOP setpoint is L:ased.

5b. Specifically, what is the governing equation used in the
fracture mechanics analysis of LTOP7 What are the terms
included in the equation?

Sc. What is the postuinted-flaw size in the analysis?

5d. The LTO? analysis should also include an analysis from the
systen operation and system configuration viewpoints. The B&W
report provides a good example of what the Staff requires.

RESPONSE: It is our understanding that the technical contents of
B&W Doc. 51-1176431-01 have, in fact, not been found to be
completely acceptable to the Staff. Specifically, we understand
that_ the Crystal River LTOP setpoint has been given an interim,
2-year approval only and that the NRC may require some revisions to
the aunlysis before the analysis will be determined to be
acceptable.

One of the results of the NRC review of Crystal River's submittal
~hos been the decoupling of the P/T curves from the LTOP setpoint,
it is our understanding that the P/T Limit curves for Crystal River

,

| were reviewed and unconditionally approved. We request that the
|- same be done for ANO-1. Until the LTOP analynis issues between the

Staf f and Crystal River are resolved, we do not believe that it'

would be prudent to pursue similar analysis for ANO-1. We are in
need of the proposed, revised P-T limit curves to reduce radiation
doses to outage workers. Our present P-T curves preclude

|- performance of a hydrogen peroxide rinse of the RCS due to NPSH
' concorrs for the Reactor Coolant Pumps. The hydrogen peroxide rinse
L reduces primary system contamination and-thus the dose received by
|- outage workers who are in contact with primary system components.

Therefore, we request that our proposed revised P-T limit curves be
issued by the Staff as soon as your concerns with them are resolved.
Issuance of revised P-T limit curves by the end of 1991 will support
their uso during our 1992 ANO-1 refueling outage.

. . . - __-- . . . .
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We will continue to monitor the discussions between the NRC and s

Crystal River and will provide revised LTOP analysis for ANO-1 when
the NRC Staf f's concerns with the Crystal River analysis are
resolved.

This response to this question was discussed with the NRC Staff in a
telephone conversation on February 11, 1991.

6. BAW-2106, which is attached to the submittal, references BAW-2075,
"AnalysisofCapsuleAN1-0,ArkansasPowerandLighgCo.,ANO-1."as
the source of the 15 EFPY fluence of 0.488 E19 n/cm . Please
provide BAW-2075.

RESPONSE: Please note that this document was previously submitted
to the Staf f by letter dated April 20, 1990 (ICAN049009). If it

cannot be located, please advise and another copy will be provided.
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